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 About
Hello!
I'm Olof, a 25 year old student from Gothenburg. I
have a bachelor's degree in Cognitive Science, and
I'm currently pursuing my MSc in Statistics &
Machine learning at Linköpings University.

 Education
Linköpings University
Master's degree, Statistics & Machine learning
2021 - 2023

Linköpings University
Bachelor's degree, Cognitive Science
2018 - 2021

Rhetorics - Course
06/2020 - 08/2021

SISU Plattformen - Course
10/2011 - 10/2011

 Work experience
Lab assistant - Linköpings University - Cognitive Science department
July 1, 2021 - Present

I am enrolled as a lab assistant. So far I've been teaching an introduction course in
Cognitive Science where we taught students about Excel, Word, Latex and a few labs
designed to introduce students towards how an AI act and behave.

Assembler - Adecco
June 30, 2017 - Present

During the summers I have worked extra on the assembly line at Volvo. This has given
me insight about working within the industrial sector, and from this knowledge I'm
able to draw concerete parallels when it comes to do's and don'ts when laying the
theoritical foundation for practical implementations.

Project-coordinator - Volvo Group
May 30, 2021 - June 30, 2017

This role revolved around being supportive towards members of different projects. It
gave me an opportunity to learn from experts in project organization and
presentation, which I value to this day. A great takeaway was that planning and
administration is key to accelerating trust and efficiency in a team.

Clerk - Ica Maxi Torslanda
June 8, 2016 - Dec. 30, 2016

Looking back, I feel this role taught me how being approachable and friendly towards
customers directly relates to their retention rate. Being effective with unpacking
groceries was important, but building relationships was vital.

Assembler - Johnson Controls
Aug. 14, 2015 - Dec. 31, 2015

Much like my role at Adecco and Volvo this role revolved around being effective, but
here I also learned to cope with adaptation since each week consisted of a different
shift.

Project-assistant - Volvo Group
June 12, 2014 - Sept. 17, 2014

This job included the production of video-presentations, administrative tasks as well
as managing documents. Previously I had never made contact with videopresentations, which required I learned it from scratch. A challenging but nonetheless
fun task.

Coach - Hjuviks Båtklubb
June 8, 2011 - Nov. 20, 2014

Being an active sailor I worked as a coach and instructor for youths during several
years. It was a fun experience to figure out how to build trust within the group as well
as connecting with them on an individual level. This in turn allowed me to pass my
expertise and knowledge down to them to the best of my ability.

 Contributions
• Honeylogic
I helped my friend develop his website, giving him insights on the design as well
as solving coding issues.

• findwork
An aggregator that displays remote jobs. Mostly helped with Python / Django.

 Projects
• S-A Vader
My bachelor thesis; a project where I examined the relation between sentiment
on Reddits wallstreetbets and the mentioned stocks.

• Website
I wanted to get a better understanding of Github, servers & domains as well as
static websites. Therefor I created a static website using Hugo.

• Resume
Continuing to explore websites, I launched a dynamic website using wagtail
containing a resume for myself.

 Volunteering
• Reception coordinator
Responsible for the reception of new students amongst many other things.

